1. Take charge of your attitude.

“First we make our attitudes. Then our attitudes make us.”

Dennis Waitley
Attitudes are truly contagious and from time to time we need to ask ourselves ... are mine worth catching.
2. Set Yourself Clear Goals.

“The person who makes a success of living is the one who sees their goal steadily and aims for it unswervingly.

Denis Waitley
3. Be self disciplined.

Do what you should do.
When you should do it ... whether you like it or not.
Conner Bester
Investment Banking
Paris Crane Fashion Makeup Centre
Natasha

Hossen Hair
Bryce Barnett
Skateboard shop
Jordan’s
NBA Merchandise
Liam Jackson
Soccer
Telesha Wright’s Nike’s Galore
The Azel Pretorius Ninja Martial Arts Academy
Luan Heunis Software Design Centre
The Annika Whelan Childcare Centre
Joshua Hossen Reptiles
Hailie
Café Bampton
Hayley’ Cupcakes
Lozoraitis
Kiera Dale’s Daily Bread
Elyce Travers, Tasty Treats
Claire’s Cones
Caitlin Freeman
Music
Tyler Green Mechanical Engineering Services
All the best for the future from the staff of Ardtornish Primary School